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Abstract:
The handling and control of light is becoming more and more attractive in science and technology such as
data processing and requires functional chromophores. As a consequence, fluorescent materials are of spe-
cial importance because they allow the processing of light energy. Thus, basics of fluorescence are reported
as prerequisites for planning complex functional structures. Various fluorescent systems are presented begin-
ning with historic observations followed by a detailed discussion of light absorption and emission indicating
fluorescent chromophores as molecular resonators; molecular dynamics and intermolecular interactions are
leading to complex functional materials.
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1 Introduction
Fluorescence, the spontaneous light emission of irradiated materials was empirically found. Linen weavers in
the seventeenth century noticed brilliant purely white shades of garments after treatment with extracts of horse
chestnuts where fluorescence caused optical bleaching. The background of this effect was not clear at that time.
The pharmacist W. Raab [1] described special optical effects of such extracts where the active compound Aes-
culin (RN 531-75-9) was further investigated by F. Rochleder and R. Schwarz [2] and reported by Berzelius
[3]. However, there was still minor interest in such organic materials. More attractive for chemists were shiny
minerals such as uranium ores. Further progress brought about the development of new and systematic meth-
ods in organic chemistry in the middle of the nineteenth century by chemists such as Adolf von Baeyer. He
developed Fluorescein (see below) as a synthetic organic material forming impressively fluorescent aqueous
solutions in daylight. There were only rare applications of fluorescent materials in the beginning [4] such as
tracer experiment for the detection of streams of ground-water; the photostabiliy of the first optical whitening
agents was low restricting their general application. Moreover, the majority of organic compounds are not flu-
orescent so that a search for such special classes of compounds delayed the further developments where the
mostly limited photostability was an important obstacle. Meanwhile, the chemistry and physics of fluorescent
dyes are well developed with numerous applications in an increasing field such as optical whitening agents for
paper, textiles and various other white or bright materials where the impressive optical effect of fluorescence
is not only of interest for marking inks, but also for safety wear and signage, but also for security printing and
leak proofing. The temporary storage of light energy forms the basis for dye lasers and the spontaneous light
emission is important for OLEDs. The green fluorescent protein brought about an appreciable progress in bio-
chemistry. Applications and further developments of fluorescent materials are favored by the knowledge of
the interaction of light with matter. Thus, the interaction of light with matter obtains an increasing importance
both in science and technology. Visible light is electromagnetic radiation with frequencies in the range between
0.4 and 0.8 PHz; see Figure 1. Thus, the molecular handling of light may be named petahertz technology [5].
Heinz Langhals is the corresponding author.
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Figure 1: Significant regions of electromagnetic radiation for fluorescence. Left scale: Frequency, right scale vacuum
wavelengths.
Visible light is usually characterized by the vacuum wavelength λo in nm with the velocity of light c according
to eq. (1) (the velocity of light in vacuo co for λo) because of historic measurements by means of optical grids;
see Figure 1. A further common measure is the wavenumber ̃𝜈.
𝑣 = 𝑐/𝜆 = 𝑐 ⋅ ̃𝜈 (1)
The energy E of radiation is not continuously absorbed by matter, but in small quanta according to Einstein’s
Formula (2) where h is Planck’s constant, c is the velocity of light, ν is the frequency and λ is the wavelength.
𝐸 = ℎ ⋅ 𝑣 = ℎ ⋅ 𝑐/𝜆 (2)
The absorbed energy Emay induce various chemical processes; thus, the frequency ν in cps or the proportional
wavenumber ̃𝜈 (in cm−1 known asKayser K or themultiple unit kK) aremore clear in chemistrywhere energetic
processes are dominant. However, wavelengths λ are mostly reported where one has to keep in mind that they
are the inverse of energy.
2 Elastic and inelastic interaction of lightwithmatter
n = 𝑛 − 𝑖 ⋅ 𝜅 (3)
A continuous model of the electromagnetic field describes sufficiently precisely the interaction of propagating
electromagnetic waves with matter in macroscopic dimensions and comparably low frequencies such as for
radio transmitters [6]. A propagating electromagnetic wave induces more or less damped oscillations where
a complex index of refraction n in eq. (3) is an appropriate description. The real component n represents the
contribution to the optical index of refraction and the imaginary κ a linear measure of the absorptivity.
Thus, n represent elastic interactions withmatter without loss of energy and κ inelastic interactions with the
absorption of the radiation. The dependence of the parameters n and κ on the frequency ν can be calculated by
means of classical electrodynamics and results in Formula (4) where νo means a resonant frequency of matter
and γ characterizes the aptitude for light absorption; a and b combine mathematical and natural constants and
a proportionality factor concerning the dimension of ν.
n = 𝑎 ⋅ 𝑣
2
𝑜 − 𝑣2
(𝑣2𝑜 − 𝑣2) + 𝛾2𝑣2
− 𝑖 ⋅ 𝑏 ⋅ 𝛾𝑣(𝑣2𝑜 − 𝑣2) + 𝛾2𝑣2
(4)
Multiple resonances νo require a sum of individual terms according to eq. (4).
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Thewavelengths of light of about 500 nm extends tomacroscopic dimensions just below 1 μm [7]; themolecular
components of matter are appreciably smaller and thus, can be considered as homogeneous media where eq.
(4) describes the interaction with sufficient precision. The calculated spectral dependence of the contribution
to the index of refraction n characterizing the elastic light scattering is reported in Figure 2 (dashed curves),
top for a scale linear in energy and in Figure 2, bottom more familiar for linear in wavelengths λ. The index n
exhibits maxima and minima in the region of resonance, however, changes monotonously off-resonance. Col-
orless materials absorb light in the UV below 400 nm, but are transparent in the visible. As a consequence, the
index of refraction is high for short wavelengths such as for blue light (compare the right dashed branch in Fig-
ure 2, bottom) and decreased for longer wavelengths such as for red light; this is known as normal dispersion
and is applied in dispersing optical components such as prisms. A completely different spectral dependence
is observed if light is absorbed in the visible shown in Figure 2 (dashed curves) where there is a reverse of
the index of refraction known as anomalous refraction; the gem tourmaline is the most prominent example for
such an optical behavior. Such anomalous dispersion in the visible causes an unusual sequence of color for
the refraction of white light. The appendant absorption spectrum calculated from κ resembles a Lorentz curve
(Agnesi curve) and is shown in Figure 2, dotted curves. A comparably slim maximum of κ and appreciable
tailing to shorter and longer wavelengths can be seen; the points of inflection of κ are close to the maxima and
minima of the index of refraction n and the maximum close to the zero pass.
Figure 2: Normalized spectral dependence of the calculated absorptivity κ (dotted curves) and the contribution n to
the index of refraction (dashed curves) compared with a Gaussian curve for absorption (solid curves). Top: Linear in
wavenumber ̃𝜈 (proportional to the frequency ν) bottom: Linear in the wavelengths λ.
A homogeneous and isotropic medium would be required for the realization of a suitable continuous process;
however, the resonators for visible light are local microscopic in their molecular dimensions and individually
stochastically operating. The absorption (κ) is controlled by the transition probability being maximal at the res-
onance frequency and more and more lowered off resonance. This means a scattering in energy around the
maximum depending on various other degrees of freedom such as by coupling with translation and libration
vibrations in condensed phases, respectively. Such a distribution of multiple contribution of individually in-
fluenced stochastic processes results typically in a Gaussian dependence in energy and thus, in the electronic
transition probability is best represented [8] in eq. (5), middle for multiple resonances n where E(ν,λ) is the
absorptivity proportional to κ depending of the frequency ν. Emax(i) are the maximal absorptivities of the in-
dividual Gaussian bands i, νmax(i) the positions and σ(i) the half widths. The inverse of the frequency ν must
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be applied for the wavelength λ, Formula (5), right [9], where the factor 100 simplifies the interconversion be-
tween the wavelengths in nm and the wavenumbers in cm−1. (Other functions such as the Lorentzian [10] or
log-normal function are less appropriate for the description of experimental spectra).
𝐸(𝑣,𝜆) =
𝑛
∑
𝑖=0
𝐸max(𝑖)𝑒
− (𝑣−𝑣max(𝑖))
2
2𝜎2(𝑖) =
𝑛
∑
𝑖=0
𝐸max(𝑖)𝑒
−100
⎛⎜
⎝
1
𝜆−
1
𝜆max(𝑖)
⎞⎟
⎠
2
2𝜎2(𝑖) (5)
The Gaussian band of the absorptivity is symmetric if recorded linearly in energy such as the frequency ν and
the wavenumber ̃𝜈, respectively; see Figure 2, top. It becomes asymmetric for a linear scale in wavelengths λ
with a steeper edge to short and a less steep edge to long wavelengths; Figure 2, bottom. Gaussian curves (Fig-
ure 2, solid curves) aremuch faster, exponentially damped than Lorentzian curves (Figure 2, dotted curves) and
cause for normal dispersion a spectral region where the index of refraction n is still comparably high, whereas
the absorptivity κ is already damped to insignificantly small values; this is of special advantage for the gener-
ation of materials with high index of refraction for optical dispersing devices or light scattering. The latter is
important for white pigment because strongly light scattering crystallites with micrometer dimensions (elastic
light scattering) are required such as titanium dioxide (rutile) and zinc sulfide as well as organic pigments [11]
such as the pteridines in wings of butterflies [12] or technical [13] organic white pigments. Their strong light
absorption close to the visible region makes these substances also interesting as UV sun protectors [14].
The theoretical treatment of the interaction of lightwithmatterwith the resulting eq. (2) visualized in Figure
2 is experimentally verifiedwith aqueous solutions of fluorescein (RN 2321-07-5, see below 2) where the optical
properties are reported in Figure 3. The absorption spectrum (solid curve) is exponentially damped at the
bathochromic edge (highest energy) where a Gaussian analysis according to eq. (5) indicates several individual
bands (bars). The composed spectrum on the basis of this analysis (dotted dashed curve) is nearly completely
covered by the experimental spectrum and indicates the quality of the fit (actual to theoretical comparison).
𝑛 = 𝑎 ⋅ 𝑣
2
𝑜 − 𝑣2
(𝑣2𝑜 − 𝑣2) + 𝛾2𝑣2
+ 𝑛𝑜 = 𝑎 ⋅
1/𝜆2𝑜 − 1/𝜆2
(1/𝜆2𝑜 − 1/𝜆2) + 𝛾2/𝜆2
+ 𝑛𝑜 = 𝑎 ⋅
𝜆2 − 𝜆2𝑜
(𝜆2 − 𝜆2𝑜) + 𝛾2𝜆2𝑜
+ 𝑛𝑜 (6)
Figure 3: Normalized absorption spectrum of Fluorescein (RN 2321-07-5) in aqueous solution (solid curve, left scale
E) and Gaussian analysis for the individual absorption bands (λmax = 492.8 nm, 2 σ2 = 0.239 kK, Emax = 0.333 and
λmax = 481.3 nm, 2 σ2 = 0.669 kK, Emax = 0.794 for the most bathochromic) with bars for the positions and intensities and
the simulated spectrum on the basis of the analysis: Dashed dotted curve, nearly completely covered by the experimental
spectrum. Index of refraction nwith the right scale; points: Experimental data according to ref [15].; dashed curve: Least
square fit according to eq. (4), left (νo = 23.53 kK corresponds to 492 nm, γ = 2.076, a = 2.089, no = 1.347). Dotted curve: Cal-
culated κ values (correspond to E) by means of the data obtained from n.
The experimental index of refraction [15] is shown in Figure 3 by points. The bathochromic branch above 500 nm
is fitted to the parameters a, λo, γ and no of eq. (6) where no is the index of refraction of the medium and the
other term the real component of eq. (4). no (1.347) is close to the appliedmediumwater (1.332). The anomalous
dispersion below 500 nm is complicated because of the overlay of several bands and was not further consid-
ered. The best fit for more than 500 nm is indicated by the dashed curve where the limited precision of the
measurements have to be taken into account (some aggregation of the dye may have further influenced the
measurements). The normal dispersion can be clearly seen where a monotonous decrease of the index of re-
fraction is found above 510 nm. The obtained parameters λo and γ allow the construction of a hypothetical
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absorption band (dotted curve), if there would be a homogeneous macroscopic light absorption. This band
is close to the first Gaussian band, however, tails much more into the bathochromic region than the experi-
mental exponentially damped and is a further indicator for the individually stochastically operating molecular
resonators. This is of importance for highly refractive materials with low residual light absorption.
3 Molecular resonators
Inelastic light scattering requires the uptake of light energy and thus, appropriate energetic eigenvalues of
the involved matter. A partial absorption of light energy proceeds in Raman spectroscopy with some energy
transfer to molecular vibrations where the residual spectrum is characteristic for the chemical structure. A
complete absorption of light energy causes electronic excitation where a characteristic impression of color is
generated for absorption in the visible.
A typical energetic sequence of discrete electronic energetic eigenvalues is schematically indicated in Figure
4, left. These can be filled with electrons according to the aufbau principle where each distinguishable level can
be filled with maximal two electrons with antiparallel spins according to Hund’s rule and the Pauli principle,
respectively. There is an even number of electrons for the very most organic compounds and one energetically
upmost occupied orbital (HOMO). As a consequence, all electron spins are paired and such molecules form
a singlet state named So. The index 0 indicates the electronic ground state; see Figure 4, left. Accordingly, the
corresponding first electronically exited state is S1 and so on; see Figure 4, left. The restrictions by the Pauli
principle are still no more given for the S1 and higher states because different orbitals are involved in the ener-
getic upmost electrons. As a consequence, a second electronically excited state can be realized with two parallel
spins in the two upmost orbitals forming a triplet state because the added electron spins; accordingly, this is
named the T1 state. The antiparallel arranging of spin is unfavorable where the required energy of this paring
depends on the chemical structure. As a consequence, the T1 state is generally located more or less below the
S1 state. The electronic excitation is interlinked with vibronic eigenvalues and with molecular rotation in the
gas phase with some line broadening by the Doppler effect. As a consequence, a comparably complicated sys-
tem results. Thus, the electronic energies of individual occupied orbitals were summarized for simplification
in Jablonski’s diagram in Figure 4, right, resulting in the basic electronic levels So, S1 and so on. The vibronic
and rotational levels are indicated by larger and smaller lines in Figure 4, right. Rotation is hindered in the
condensed phase resulting in libration vibrations. The latter are not as well defined as the energetic levels of ro-
tation in the gas phase because of fluctuating interactions with nearest neighbors and coupling with translation
motions. As a consequence, a further line broadening and a quasicontinuum of energetic levels results for the
latter in the spectral region of rotation spectroscopy. Finally, the comparably strong coupling of vibration and
libration vibrations with the levels of electronic excitation further increases the complexity; however, density
maxima still remain around the initial levels of vibration. As a consequence, there is a densely packed ladder
of energetic levels for vibration and libration vibrations where So ground state forms the lower energetic limit.
A similar sequence of energetic levels will be found for the S1 state, preferently for complex molecules, because
one chemical bond only is half loosen in S1 compared with So and this concerns comparably weak π-bonds
for most dyes molecules (see below). Such sequences of energetic levels are also found for S2 and higher lev-
els and for T1 and higher triplet states where density maxima and minima are less pronounced for the latter.
Light absorption proceeds between energetic levels of these ladders as a fast process in about 10–15 s where a
movement of the heavy nuclei is of minor importance (however, see ref [16, 17].) and the molecular geometry
remains essentially unaltered (“vertical” processes); a subsequent relaxation into a local energetic minimum
may proceed.
𝑛+
𝑛_ =
𝑔+
𝑔_ ⋅ 𝑒
− Δ𝐸𝑅𝑇 (7)
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Figure 4: Left: Term scheme of the electronic excitation of dyes. Right: Jablonski’s diagram: hν abs. electronic excitation
with light absorption, hν flu. fluorescence, ph. phosphorescence.
Essentially, the energetic ground state of So is populated at room temperature; this can be seen by the application
of Boltzmann’s equation (7)where generally the population of an upper energetic level n+ over the lower level n–
is given by the ratio of the statistical weights g+ and g– (unity for complex non-symmetricmolecules) multiplied
with the exponential ratio of the energetic differenceΔE of the involved levels and the thermal energyRT. Thus,
the thermal energy at room temperature (2.4 kJ·mol−1 at 20 °C) is not sufficient for a significant population of
upper vibronic levels (about 18 kJ·mol−1 at 1500 cm−1). As a consequence, the So ground state can be taken
as the initial state for electronic excitation at room temperature. The molecular multiplicity is not affected by
the process of light absorption proceeding into electronically excited S states because of spin conservation.
An excitation into T states would require a simultaneous inversion of an electron spin, is indicated as a spin
forbidden process and thus, proceeds with a very low probability; some paramagnetic substances, for example
molecular oxygen, may favor such transitions (compare the very weakly brownish color of highly pure air-
saturated benzene). The light-induced electronic transition from the So ground state may proceeds not only
into the S1 ground state (0-0-transition), but also into vibronically excited states; sharp individual electronic
transitions were found in the gas phase (with the mentioned some line broadening by the Doppler effect),
whereas strong line-broadening proceeds in the condensed phasewith increasingmolecular interactionswhere
there are still maxima of transition probability close to the initial molecular vibronic levels. As a consequence,
the ladder of states is projected to the UV/Vis absorption spectrum [18] where a bathochromic limit is found
and a more or less structured continuation to shorter wavelengths (compare that the wavelength is the inverse
to the energy of absorption; see eq. (1) above). The efficiency of molecular light absorption is characterized by
the wavelength-dependent molar absorptivity interrelated with the oscillator strengths; the latter is important
for quantum chemical calculations. The absorption spectrum linearly recorded in energy such as the frequency
or wave number can be composed by a sum of individual Gaussian bands according to eq. (5) where the branch
at longest wavelengths is exponentially damped [19] with the square of wavenumber; accordingly, the damping
proceeds with the inverse square for the wavelength. Very weak absorptions at longer wavelengths sometimes
observed with practical samples proved to be caused by low residual contents of by-products and could be
removed by means of progressed chemical purification.
S-13 (1; CAS registry number RN 110590-84-6)
Optical excitation with even higher energy at shorter wavelengths allows reaching higher electronically states
such as the S2 and S3 state. As a consequence, the structured absorption continues to shorter wavelengthswhere
there may be intense absorption bands in the UV.
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4 Basics of fluorescence
The vibronically excited S1 state looses the vibronic excitation in a very short time in the order of 0.1 ps (10–13 s)
to become thermal energy. The strong coupling of the vibronic modes causes the equilibration of the vibronic
energy within one or a few periods so that the S1 ground state is reached exhibiting a longer lifetime of some
nanoseconds (10–9 s). A similarly fast relaxation of higher electronically excited states to the S1 ground state is
observed for nearly all organic molecules (azulene is a prominent exception [20]) so that this state is generally
the origin for the further light-induced processes. A simple interconversion (I.C.) from the S1 state to a highly
vibronically excited So state may proceed and is followed by a fast relaxation to the ground state and the dis-
sipation of the energy, finally to produce heat. This describes the function of the majority of textile dyes and
technical pigments where the selective light absorption causes an impression of color. Some dyes are able to re-
emit the absorbed energy with a process named fluorescence [21]. Starting with the S1 ground state the ladder
of energetic levels of the So state will be reached where the maximal energy will be obtained by the transitions
between the vibronic ground states. As a consequence, there is a limit of the spectrum of light emission at high
energy and short wavelengths, respectively (hypsochromic limit). Moreover, the energetic ladder of the So state
is very similar to the ladder of the S1 state in most cases for complex molecules because only one chemical bond
is half loosened and this influences unimportantly the vibronic force constants (see above). As a consequence,
the wavelengths-dependence of the fluorescence spectrum looks about like mirror-type of the absorption spec-
trum (known as the Stokes’ mirror type spectra); this is demonstrated with the typically structured spectrum
in Figure 5 of the for the perylene derivative [22] S-13 (dye 1).
Figure 5: Absorption (left magenta curve) and fluorescence (right blue curve) spectra of the perylene dye 1 (S-13) in chlo-
roform. Bars: Positions and intensities of the calculated individual Gaussian vibronic bands. Dotted curves: Simulated
spectra on the basis of the Gaussian analysis (mainly covered by the experimental spectra). The fluorescence quantum
yield of 1 is close to unity.
The process of fluorescence seems to be simply the reverse of the absorption at the first glance (Stokes’mirror
image of absorption and fluorescence spectra). However, there are important differences. Firstly, the intensities
of the sequence of vibronic bands of fluorescence (Figure 5, right spectrumwith a blue curve) obviously become
faster damped with increasing wavelengths than in the absorption spectrum to shorter wavelength (Figure 5,
left spectrumwith amagenta curve). This can be attributed to themismatch of thewavelength of radiationwith
the dimension of the antenna. For example, themeanwavelengths of absorption and emission of 1 in Figure 4 is
about 500 nmwhere suitable dimensions of antennae are λ/2 and thus, 250 nm (the index of refraction has to be
considered for fine tuning). However, the chromophore of 1 extends over nomore than 1 nm; this is the effective
length between the twonitrogen atoms as the termini of the conjugated system. Thus, themismatch is important
for absorption and becomes slightly minor for the higher vibronic bands at shorter wavelengths. However,
the mismatch becomes worse for higher vibronic bands in fluorescence because of longer wavelengths. This
effect is described by Rüdenberg’s formula [23] for classical treatment of electromagnetic radiation with radio
antennae and in the same manner with the equivalent Ross’ equation [24] obtained by quantum mechanical
treatment. The 0–0 transition should be identical in absorption and fluorescence; however, one generally finds
the fluorescence maximum slightly or even more pronounced situated at longer wavelengths known as the
Stokes’ shift. Relaxation processes of the excited state into a new geometry are therefore responsible because
the optical excitation changes slightly the force constants of chemical bonds; this shift is small in the spectra
of firm, rigid compounds such as for 1 in Figure 4. Larger changes in molecular geometry by relaxation may
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cause appreciable Stokes’ shifts. Finally, the ratio of emitted light quanta over the number of absorbed is known
as the fluorescence quantum yield Φ and can extend from zero to unity. There are few examples of dyes with
fluorescence quantum yields larger than 0.7.
5 Optical excitation of fluorescentmolecular structures
A light wave passing a diluted solution of well-separated independently operating dye molecules is not con-
tinuously damped such as radio waves from absorbing materials, but induces individual molecular electronic
transitions. These individual processes are not determined; however, the transition probability remains con-
stant. The very large number of dye molecules in practical samples averages the individual processes to a con-
stant damping of the wave. The light-absorbing [25] is well described by Lambert Beer’s law of eq. (8) where
Io is the intensity of the incoming monochromatic light and I the intensity after the absorbing light pass where
the decadic logarithm (lg) is applied for historic convenience to obtain the absorptivity E.
𝑙𝑔 𝐼𝑜𝐼 = 𝐸 = 𝜀 ⋅ 𝑐 ⋅ 𝑑 (8)
The dimensionless E is proportional to the concentration c and the path length d where the factor ε is known
as the coefficient of extinction (the coefficient of absorption Amay be more characteristic for the chromophore
because ε becomes diminished for strongly fluorescent samples; however, this effect is very small for standard
spectrometers because of the small efficient solid angle of the applied nearly parallel light beam). For conve-
nience, d is measured in cm and c in mol/L and thus L·mol−1·cm−1 is the dimension of ε as the decadic molar
coefficient of extinction. The wavelengths-dependent ε can range from small value to more the 100,000 in max-
ima of strongly light-absorbing chromophores. Thus, even weakly light-absorbing materials would efficiently
absorb light if the path length is long enough; for example, even obviously clear, transparent natural water
weakly absorbs light so that the grounds of lakes become dark for more than 20 m depths. The coefficient ε
depends from the wavelength λ and is generally recorded as UV/Vis spectra. Maxima of ε are commonly ap-
plied for the characterization of dyes where the integral of the absorption band is a more appropriate measure
for the oscillator strengths of the chromophore because it can be interrelated with quantum chemical methods;
however, the determination is more difficult because of partial overlap with bands of higher excitation. On the
other hand, the half widths of most absorption bands are similar. Thus, the absorptivity at the maximum is
well suitable for a rough, global characterization of chromophores. Lambert-Beer’s law is frequently applied
for the optical determination (E) of chemical concentrations cwith comparably high precision and comparably
low experimental effort; however, one has to take care (i) to allow to operate the spectrometer in the appropri-
ate range (about 0.3 < E < 1.0), (ii) that there is no interaction of dye molecules such as aggregation (sufficient
dilution), and (iii) to apply monochromatic radiation because eq. (8) is valid only for one wavelength, but not
for a spectral range. Such errors become minimal for measurement in the maxima because of minimal change
of ε in a small spectral rage around the maxima.
6 Fluorescence
The application of Jablonski’s diagram (Figure 4, right) may transmit the impression that the absorption of a
light pulse would cause an echo of fluorescence similar to the RADAR for radio waves, possibly with some
delay caused by molecular processes; however, this is definitively not the case. The macroscopic electromagnetic
light wave passes many individual chromophore with barriers for electronic excitation with constant transition
probabilities where the individual processes are not predictable. In a very rough calculation a concentration
3.01·10−6 mol/L of a strongly light-absorbing dye with ε = 100 000 is required for the absorption of 50% of the
incoming light (50% transition probability) within 1 cm path of an optical standard cuvette. In a cylinder with
the diameter of the wavelength of about 500 nm and 1 cm path about 4 million dye molecules are involved until
a 50% transition probability for absorption is reached. Here, one can see that absorption will proceed if only
the optical path is long enough.
The conditions for fluorescence are absolutely different because the energy of electronic excitation is local-
ized to an individual molecular structure where a barrier to the evolution of a free electromagnetic wave has
to be passed. This proceeds by tunneling [26] this barrier such as is also known for the radioactive decay. In-
deed the fluorescence decay generally proceeds exponentially according to the same first-order-law with the
time constant τ of some nanoseconds where the probability of the process is independent from the already
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elapsed time (compare the well-known radioactive decay; multi exponential decays are observed if more than
one process is involved). The fluorescence of optically excited molecules has to compete with other processes of
deactivation such as the internal conversion I.C. Competing processes for deactivation lower the fluorescence
quantum yield Φ and the experimental time constant where the natural time constant τ0 can be calculated by
means of eq. (9).
𝜏 = Φ𝜏0 (9)
The two time constants τ and τ0 become essentially equal for highly fluorescent chromophores (Φ ≈ 1) such
as 1 where 4 ns were observed in chloroform. The time constant τ0 depends on the transition probability from
the S1 ground state to the So levels and is roughly inversely proportional to the molar absorptivity. This is
quantitatively indicated by the Strickler–Berg-Equation (10) [27] initially established by Förster [28] where the
inverse of the fluorescence lifetime τ0 is equal to Einstein’s transition probability Au→l from the upper (u) to the
lower (l) state. This is equal an expression of some constants such as Avogadro’s number NA, ln (10) for the
adaption of the decadic absorptivity ε to SI units, the velocity of light c, the wavenumber ̃𝜈𝑢→𝑙 for the transition
from u to l, n the index of refraction, gl and gu the statistical weight and the integral over the absorption band
linear in wavenumber.
1
𝜏0
= 𝐴𝑢→𝑙 = 1000
8𝜋 ln(10)𝑐 ̃𝑣2𝑢→𝑙𝑛2
𝑁𝐴
𝑔𝑙
𝑔𝑢 ∫
𝜀𝑑 ̃𝑣 (10)
Equation (10) can be applied in many cases, preferment for series of similar compounds, however, there are
exceptions. Short fluorescent lifetimes τ0 are expected for strongly light-absorbing dyes with comparably broad
absorption bands such as 1where 4 nswere observed; however, theweaker light absorbing diketoterthiophenes
unexpectedly exhibit an appreciably shorter fluorescence lifetime [29] of only 0.4 ns.
Moreover, the fluorescence lifetime τ0 according to eq. (10) is estimated to be a molecular property and thus,
independent from the chemical concentration of highly diluted solutions of isolatedmolecules. In contrast to the
theory, a fluorescence lifetime of 5 ns is found for an already diluted 2·10−5 molar solution where the lifetime
is diminished to 3.8 ns by further dilution to 1·10−7 molar [30]; see Figure 6. This unexpected result may be
interpreted in terms of evanescent waves [31] and the tunnelling where the evanescent waves were reflected
by the other identical not electronically excited chromophores thus, retarding the tunnelling. This new far-
reaching effect overmore than 100 nmbasically allowsmolecular addressing bymacroscopic structures. Finally,
fluorescence lifetime and the influencing by the molecular surrounding are obtaining increasing importance
for imaging [32] in biology and medicine (FLIM) because of detailed microscopic information.
Figure 6: The fluorescence lifetime τ of 1 in chloroform as a function of concentration c in mol/L. Inset: Linearization of
the curved plot with c* = 1.17·10−6  mol/L.
7 Prerequisites for strong fluorescence
To obtain highly fluorescentmaterials, natural light emission characterized by the natural lifetime τ0 has to com-
pete with other processes of deactivation such as internal conversion (I.C.) to highly vibronically excited elec-
tronic ground states. Such competing processes are efficient for the majority of organic compounds, whereas
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low molar absorptivities diminish the transition probability for spontaneous light emission; as a consequence,
organicmaterials, preferentially dyes, are generally non fluorescent (Φ < 0.001) and comparably few basic chem-
ical structure with high fluorescence quantum yields are known. Special chemical and photo physical require-
ments can favor fluorescence such as high molar absorptivities increasing the transition probabilities, and rigid
chemical structures for lowering possibilities for radiationless decays bymeans of internal conversion according
to the loose bolt mechanism defined by Lewis and Calvin [33]. There are only few strongly fluorescent materi-
als. Fluorescein [34] (2, RN 2321-07-5), developed by Adolf von Baeyer, is one of the most prominent examples,
is intensely green fluorescent in aqueous solution; uranine is a further name for 2 and its di-sodium salt (RN
518-47-8), respectively, because the yellowish color in absorption of aqueous solutions and the yellowish green
fluorescence resemble the color of solutions of uranylium compounds and uranium glasses, respectively, the
most prominent fluorescent materials at the time of the discovery of 2.
Basic structural prerequisites for strong fluorescence can be rationalizedwith 2. The arrangement of two donor-
substituted (–OH and –O–) phenyl groups with a formal carbenium ion in between as an acceptor allows a high
molar absorptivity and a comparably bathochromic absorption in the middle of the visible region according
to the principle of König and Ismialski [35]. The linking of the two phenyl units by means of an oxygen atom
forming the rigid heterocycle xanthene restricts the intramolecular mobility of the chromophore; degrees of
freedom coupling to the system of electronic excitation are most important concerning fluorescence quenching,
whereas peripheral alkyl groups such as rotatable methyl groups are of minor influence. Further restriction of
internal rotation in 2 causes the carboxylate group because of steric interactions with the neighboring hydrogen
atoms in the peri-positiones of the xanthene. The limitation to light chemical elements in 2 (carbon, hydrogen
and oxygen) is favorable for intense fluorescence because heavy elements favor the inter system crossing (I.S.C.)
to the triplet as a competing and deactivating process: A molecule of light elements form essentially isolated
spin and orbital systems with weak coupling, whereas heavy elements support spin orbital coupling (Russell-
Sounders coupling ) [36, 37] and favor I.S.C.Moreover, the orthogonal arrangement of the carboxyphenyl group
disfavors aggregation as a possible further source of fluorescence quenching. Finally, the negative charge lowers
the tendency of aggregation in the aqueous phase by electrostatic repulsion. As a consequence, a fluorescence
quantum yield of more than 90% is observed aqueous solutions of 2.
The UV/Vis spectra of 2 are recorded in Figure 7 with the left magenta curve for the light absorption. This
mainly extends to the spectral range of blue light and generates a yellow impression because of the complemen-
tary color. The emitted green fluorescent light (right blue curve) extends around the sensitivity maximum of
the human eye and generates an impressive color effect with a brilliant shade because of the small half widths
of the emission spectrum.
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Figure 7: Absorption (left, magenta curve, left scale) and fluorescence (right, blue curve, right scale) of Fluorescein (2, RN
2321-07-5) in water.
The photostability of 2 is comparably low. The donor groups –OH and –O– favor oxidative degradation. Their
exchange to electrically neutral nitrogen-based donor groups increase the photostability appreciably where
alkylation to form tertiary amines prevent degradation processes initiated by deprotonation. The donor effect
of a dialkylamino group concerning chromophores is roughly about the same effect of a deprotonated phenolic
oxygen atom. As a consequence, the replacement of the donor groups in 2 by means of diethylamino groups in
3 (Rhodamine B as the chloride) causes an appreciable bathochromic shift in absorption and fluorescence and a
significant improvement of the photostability; see Figure 8. This class of compounds is known as the rhodamine
dyes where 3 is one of the most prominent.
Figure 8: UV/Vis spectra of Rhodamine B chloride (3, RN 81-88-9, C.I. 45,170) in water. Left: Absorption spectrum, right:
Fluorescence spectrum.
The effect of intramolecularmobility on the fluorescence can be clearly seenwith the comparison of the strongly
fluorescent Rhodamine B (3) with the non-fluorescent Malachite Green (4, RN 569-64-2). The fluorescence de-
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activation of the latter can be attributed to the freedom of rotation around the single bonds of the dimethy-
laminophenyl groups to the formal carbenium ion. These degrees of freedom are significant concerning the
electronic excitation, whereas freedoms of rotation in the alkyl sidechains such as with 3 are of unimportant in-
fluence concerning the chromophoric system. The photostability of 3 is appreciably improved compared with 2
because of the more suitable donor groups; however the photostability is only just acceptable for many applica-
tions. Some inter system crossing (I.S.C.) to the triplet state and subsequent sensitizing of the triplet oxygen to
form singlet oxygen is an important path for the photochemical degradation of dyes because the latter exhibits
reactions of an electron depleted reactive olefin such as Diels–Alder reactions and degrades chromophores.
The I.S.C. becomes even more pronounced by the introduction of heavy elements such as the four bromine
atoms in Eosin (5, RN 17372-87-1). The strong electron withdrawing effect in 5 gently lowers the tendency for
oxidation and increases the acidity of both phenolic groups so that an appreciable bathochromic shift in the
absorption is reached by two strong donor groups and a full deprotonation proceeds in aqueous solution; as a
consequence, Eosin (5) is applied as red ink where the fluorescence is much weaker than in 2. The replacement
of the bromine atoms in 5 by the even heavier iodine atoms (Erythrosin, RN 568-63-8) favors further the I.S.C.
Finally, a chlorination for diminishing the tendency of oxidative degradation makes the similar Rose Bengale
(6, RN 632-69-9) useful as a singlet oxygen sensitizer in preparative chemistry (ΦI.S.C. > 0.9 [38] where Φflu. ≈ 0.1
remained). Chlorination is generally frequently applied for the stabilization of dyes.
The limited photostability of xanthene derivatives prompted the development of many other fluorescent chro-
mophores [39, 40] with high fluorescent quantum yields [41, 42]. Examples [43] are the coumarines 7, where
the disubstituted amino group as a donor induces bathochromic spectral shifts of fluorescence until the visi-
ble. The fluorescent natural product Aesculine (see above) is a similar coumarine, however less stable than 7
because of OH groups as a donors instead of the amino group in 7. Various aryl and heteroaryl substituents
may be applied in 7 forming a formal stilben substructure. Indeed, stilbenes substituted with amino groups
such as 8where the sulphonate groups are introduced for water solubility are applied as fluorescent whitening
agents. Finally naphthalimides such as 9 are highly photo stable. 9 absorbs mainly in the UV and exhibits a blue
fluorescence. The exchange of the methoxy group as a weak donor by an aminogroup as a stronger one causes
a bathochromic shift both in absorption and fluorescence. Numerous further fluorescent materials are known
with many applications such as the fluorescent natural product quinine (RN 130-95-0).
Unusually high photostabilities and fluorescence quantumyields exhibit the peri-arylenes 10 [5] known for n = 1
to n = 4 and n = 6. Moreover, there is only one electronic transition in the visible parallel to the N-N-connection
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line making the analyses of interactions of chromophores clear. As a consequence, here we concentrate further
discussions mainly to 10.
The naphthalenecarboximides (10, n = 1) absorb in the UV [44] andmay be applied as white pigment [45] or for
sun protection [46]; see Figure 9. The fluorescence is comparably weak because the S1 state is close to a further,
non-fluorescent state [47] and looses energy of excitation by their interaction. The perylenebiscarboximides (10,
n = 2 where 1 is a special derivative because of the solubilizing sec-alkyl groups) as the next higher homologues
generally exhibit a very low solubility and are applied as photostable pigments [48] such as the methyl deriva-
tive (R=CH3) C.I. Pigment Red 179 (RN 5521-31-3). The low solubility of the perylenebiscarboximides [49] and
their higher homologous could be resolved by solubility increasing groups R such as 2,5-di-tert-butylphenyl
group (RN 83054-80-2) [50], 2,6-di–iso-propylphenyl group [51] or the evenmore efficient long-chain secondary
alkyl groups [52] such as the here reported 7-tridecyl group [53]. The latter is a good compromise between ef-
ficiency and peripheral ballast to the chromophore where the two identical long-chain hexyl groups prevent
the introduction of stereogenic centers to keep the purification of the dyes simple and efficient. The soluble
perylene dyes are highly fluorescent where quantum yields close to unity were observed so that 1may be used
[54] for the calibration of fluorescence spectrometers because of the extraordinarily high photostability [55] as
a prerequisite for long-term stable signals.
Figure 9: UV/Vis absorption (left curves and left scale, in L·mol·cm−1) and to the absorption normalized fluorescence
spectra (right curves and right scale) of peri-arylenes 10 in chloroform; R means the long-chain secondary alkyl sub-
stituent 7-tridecyl for solubilisation, and 1,5-dichloro-3-pentyl for n = 1. From left to right naphthalenebiscarboximides
(10, n = 1, yellow curves), perylenebiscarboximides (10, n = 2, black curves), terrylenebiscarboximides (10, n = 3, turquoise
curves), and quaterrylenebiscarboximides (10, n = 4, blue curves with limited accuracy in the bathochromic branch of flu-
orescence).
The terrylenecarboximide (10, n = 3, RN 1403692-73-8) [56] is the next higher homologous and forms strongly
red fluorescent blue solutions where a quantum yield close to unity allows the application for the calibration
in the more bathochromic spectral region. Finally, the quaterrylenecarboximide (10, n = 4, RN 168101-28-8 P)
[57, 58] absorbs partially in the NIR. The fluorescence spectrum extends in the NIR above 800 nm; fluorescence
quantum yields were not yet determined. The sexterrylenecarboximide (10, n = 6, RN 168101-28-8 P) [59] fully
absorbs in the NIR with a maximum at 945 nm; it is still not investigated if there is fluorescence at very long
wavelengths.
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Derivatives of (10, n = 2) such as 1 are mostly applied for fluorescence applications because absorption and
fluorescence are in the middle of the visible region and the perylenetetracarboxylicbisanhydride (RN 128-69-8,
C.I. Pigment Red 224) as the starting material for syntheses is a technical mass product [60]. The position of the
absorption and fluorescence spectra can be fine-tuned by means of an extension of the core and by alterations
of the peripheral carboximide structure. A core substitution with donor groups cause bathochromic shifts [61–
63], whereas hypsochromic shifts can be obtained by the lateral extension of the core such as in 11 [64]. The
introduction of an imidazole ring into the periphery in 12 shifts the absorption and fluorescence spectra [65]
exactly into spectral region of for spectroscopic investigations interesting hydrocarbon terrylene; however, 12
is appreciably more chemically and photo chemically stable than the labile terrylene.
8 Dynamic processes
The Stokes’ shift of 1 and similar fluorescent dyes is comparably small causing an appreciable overlap between
the absorption and fluorescence spectra. A larger spectral separation would bring about an appreciable advan-
tage for some applications of fluorescent dyes such as for fluorescent solar collectors [66] and dye lasers [67]
because of diminished re-absorption of the fluorescent light.
The Stokes’ shift can be increased by means of dynamic processes M and M’ in the timespan between the
optical excitation of about 10–15 s with subsequent thermal relaxation to the S1 ground state of about 10–13
s and the lifetime of the exited S1 state of some nanoseconds; see Figure 10. The movement of electrons is
in the timescale of the electronic excitation and does not cause effects of relaxation. However, the movement
and relaxation of the heavier nuclei proceeds more slowly, but is still fast enough to be finished within the
lifetime of the excited state. Fast chemical processes M are suitable to reach the S1’ state with some energy
loss before deactivation; the remaining energy of excitation becomes diminished and thus, the fluorescence is
bathochromically shifted [66]. Finally the energetic position of the So’ state must be above the So state to reach
the latter by M’ in a cyclic process to avoid a photochemical consumption of the fluorescent dye. The stronger
the molecular interactions forM andM’ are the larger is the effect, but the more are the molecules stressed such
as with excimer formation and this is frequently unfavorable for the photo stability. As consequence, one has
to find compromises.
Figure 10: Jablonski-diagram for dynamic processes [66]. hν: Light absorption and -hν. Fluorescence, M and M’: Relax-
ation processes.
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Solvent relaxation is a very gentile influencing where dye 13 [68, 69] is a strongly fluorescent suitable candidate
for studies because the So state is only weakly polar with a small dipole moment, whereas the S1 state exhibits
a large dipole moment because of charge shift from the amino to the carbonyl group; as a consequence, the So
ground state is only weakly solvated in polar media and this solvent shell is conserved in the S1 state after elec-
tronic excitation; however, the geometry of this shell is unfavorable because the induced large dipole moment.
As a consequence, the S1’ state is reached by solvent relaxation. Bathochromically shifted fluorescence proceeds
to the So’ state with a low dipole moment and again an unfavorable solvent shell. Finally, the So state is reached
back again by the relaxation M’. The spectral shift of the solvatochromism in fluorescence is so pronounced
that dye 13 is suggested as an empirical fluorescent solvent polarity probe [70]; for more details see ref [71].
The required polar media for an increase of the Stokes’ shift can be realized with polar solvents and is more
difficult attainable with polymers where a copolymerization with a polar monomer was finally successful [72].
The limitations concerning the polarity of the mediums are not given for molecules that change their geometry
as the optically induced relaxation. This was demonstrated with DPP fluorescent dyes [73] (initially named
diketopyrrolopyrrole, presently pyrrolopyrroledione) according to Figure 11. The phenyl groups were twisted
out of the chromophore plain by steric interactions of the substituents R and thus, electronically decoupled
causing a hypsochromic shift in the absorption. The electronic excitation increases the double bond character
of this bond and turns the phenyl groups against the sterical stress in plane if the size of R is appropriate
and thus, couples the phenyl groups to the chromophore, induces a bathochromic shift of fluorescence and an
increase of the Stokes’ shift.
Figure 11: Dynamics in optically excited DPP fluorescent dyes by the mobility of a single bond; R = CH3, relaxation M
and M’.
The dynamic process around a single bond is combined with a solvatochromic solvent sensitivity in fluores-
cence in dye 14 (RN 2253747-09-8) [74]; Figure 12. Optical excitation induces a charge shift from the methoxy-
naphthalene in 14 to the perylene being a driving force M for a planarization (iPLICT mechanism [75]; in-
complete planarized intra molecular charge transfer). The resulting increase of the dipole moment with the
formation of the excited state allows a fine tuning of the energy by means of solvent effects and thus the color
of fluorescence (-hν’). The concept of steering the optical properties of fluorescent dyes by means of molecu-
lar dynamics looks attractive; however, this means a balancing act because flexibility may cause fluorescence
quenching by the loose bolt mechanism of Lewis and Calvin [76, 77], moreover, a strong tilting of the ground
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state structure may end-up in a TICTmechanism [78] (twisted intra molecular charge transfer) with orthogonal
substructures in the excited state; however, this seems to be less favorable for high fluorescence quantum yields
[79].
Figure 12: Dynamic process in perylene derivatives combined with a charge shift; dye 14, R = 7-tridecyl. hν: Optical exci-
tation inducing a charge shift from the methoxynaphthalene to the perylene. M and M‘: Relaxation. - hν’: Fluorescence.
An even more pronounced influencing of electronically excited states is given by the breaking and forming
chemical main valences. The breaking and forming of O–H and N–H bonds is fast enough to compete with
the fluorescence decay. The OH group of the hydroxypyrenetrisulphonate 15 (RN 6358-69-6) [80] in neutral to
slightly acidic aqueous solution is not dissociated. Light absorption with this weak donor group is found at
comparably short wavelengths. Optical excitation shifts charge from the OH group into the aromatic nucleus
and increases the acidity considerably. As a consequence, the OH group is deprotonated in a fast reaction
forming the stronger donor group O– and a considerable bathochromic shift in the fluorescence where a large
Stoke’ shift is observed with an intense green fluorescence and quantum yields close to unity by this ESPT
(exited state proton transfer) mechanism [81]. The necessary aqueous medium with controlled acidity and the
limited photostability of 15mean restrictions for many applications. The ESPT mechanism can be also realized
with the more stable perylene dyes such as 16 (RN 1018856-45-5) [82] even in more lipophilic media where
amines may be applied as proton acceptors. The ESPT mechanism allows a separation between absorption and
fluorescence spectra for 16; see Figure 13.
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Figure 13: Absorption (left blue curve and left scale) and fluorescence spectrum (right magenta curve and right scale) of
16 in N,N-dimethylaniline as the proton acceptor. Bar: Wavelength for the optical excitation for fluorescence.
The ESPTmechanism requires a proton acceptor; This restriction can be avoided bymeans of an intramolecular
proton acceptor where the light-induced process is named ESIPT (excited state intramolecular proton transfer).
5,5’-Dihydroxybipyridyl (RN 36145-03-6) [83, 84] exhibits suitable structure elements for such a process where
a fluorescence quantum yield of only 0.31 is found [85]. An appreciably higher fluorescence quantum yield of
about 50% is found for the dimethyl derivative 17 (RN 34237-07-5) [83, 86] where a baseline-separation of the
absorption and fluorescence spectrum is obtained; see Figure 14. A double proton transfer is discussed as the
reason for the spectral separation; however, details of the mechanism are still under consideration [85, 87–90].
Figure 14: Absorption (solid curve left) and fluorescence spectra (dotted curve right) of the dimethylbipyridinediole 17 in
chloroform.
Bipyridinedioles such as 17 exhibit chelating properties, for example for copper ions, forming non fluorescent
complexes and can be applied for the analytical determinations of the ions with high sensitivity [91]; the large
Stokes’ shift avoiding re-absorption of the fluorescent light is of special advantage for such applications.
9 Energy transfer
Fluorescentmaterials conserve the energy of excitation for several nanoseconds and allow the processing of this
energy by fast processes and thus useful for applications such as for molecular electronics. The energy transfer
[92] from one chromophore to some other is an important process where the collection an transport of light
energy in the photosynthesis reaction center [93] is the most prominent example. Essentially two mechanisms
for the energy transfer are generally accepted (i) the Dextermechanism [94] requiring a direct contact of orbitals
and (ii) the Förster resonant energy transfer (FRET) [95] as a consequence of resonantly interacting dipoles of the
hypsochromically absorbing energy donor and the more bathochromically absorbing and fluorescent acceptor.
This type of interaction is farer reaching and may cover distances until more than 5 nm. Förster [28, 95] and
Perrin [96, 97] established eq. (11) for the quantitative description of FRET where the rate constant of energy
transfer (kT) corresponds to the inverse sixth power of the distance R between the centers of the transition
dipoles.
𝑘𝑇 =
1000 ⋅ (In 10) ⋅ 𝜅2 ⋅ 𝐽 ⋅ Φ𝐷
128 ⋅ 𝜋5 ⋅ 𝑁𝐴 ⋅ 𝜏𝐷 ⋅ 𝑛4 ⋅ 𝑅6
(11)
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J in eq. (11) is the overlap integral between the fluorescence spectrum of the energy donor and the absorption
spectrum of the energy acceptor, ΦD is the fluorescence quantum yield of the donor, NA Avogadro’s number,
τD the fluorescence lifetime of the energy donor, and n the index of refraction.
𝜅 = cos (𝜃𝑇) − 3 cos (𝜃𝐷) cos (𝜃𝐴) (12)
The geometry factor κ is a sum of scalar products and can be calculated with eq. (12) where θT is the angle
between the electronic transition moments μ of D and A. θD is the angel between the transition moment of the
donor and θA of the acceptor, respectively, and the interconnecting vector. The R-6 dependence of the rate of en-
ergy transfer is widely applied for the determination of inter and intra molecular distances such as a molecular
ruler and obtained a special importance for biochemical investigation. The orientation factor κ2 becomes 2/3
for mobile structures with tumbling chromophores as a consequence of integration over all orientations. Equa-
tion (11) is generally accepted; however, its practical application is still subject of considerations [98, 99]. As a
consequence, we tested the applicability of eq. (11) where 𝜅 becomes zero for orthogonal transition moments
between the donor and the acceptor if one of the transition moments is orthogonal to the interconnecting vec-
tor. As a consequence, both chromophores should be completely decoupled and operate independently such
as with dual fluorescence.
We prepared the dyes 18 for a test of eq. (11) [100] where the condition κ = 0 is fulfilled because the transition
moment of the hypsochromically absorbing benzoperylene as the energy donor (blue vertical vector on the
left) is orthogonal to the bathochromically absorbing perylene as the energy acceptor (red horizontal vector on
the right); the interconnecting vector is orthogonal to the transition moment of the donor. As a consequence
of κ = 0, energy transfer should be suppressed and independent fluorescence of both chromophores should
be observed. In contrast to the theory, a fast and efficient energy transfer within 9.4 ps proceeded [101] with
close to 100% fluorescence quantum yield for optical excitation of the fluorescence donor. The distance between
the two orthogonal chromophores could be successively prolonged until 5 nmwithout inhibition of the energy
transfer. An analysis of the rate of energy transfer as a function of the inter chromophore distance indicated
the R−6 dependence as an only rough approximation [102]. Moreover, the overlap integral J in eq. (11) was suc-
cessively diminished by means of the selection of suitable chromophores; however, no significant influence on
the efficiency of energy transfer was found [103]. The unusual energy transfer was attributed to noise-induced
processes with the contribution of molecular vibrations where this mechanism was supported by quantum
chemical calculations [104, 105]. As a consequence, the well-established dipole–dipole interaction as the mech-
anism of FRET seems to be not the only way for a longer-distance energy transfer, but other ways with the
contribution of molecular dynamics have to be considered, in particular for molecular geometric conditions
with low valued of κ.
10 Charge transfer
Neighboring electron rich or electron depleted systems can induce electron transfer reaction of fluorescent chro-
mophores where distances up to 5 nmmay be spun for suitable chemical structures. The transfer of the energy
rich electron means a photo-induced reduction where the water splitting and subsequent reduction of carbon
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dioxide in photosynthesis [93] is the most prominent process. A photochemical oxidation is favored in less elec-
tron rich chromophores such as the here discussed perylenebiscarboximides with four electron withdrawing
carbonyl groups and means a uptake of an electron by the photo-induced half vacant HOMO; see Figure 15.
The transition probability of the electron transferred to the LUMO back to the substituent is so low that gen-
erally radiationless processes dominate and no fluorescence is observed. On the other hand, the direct optical
excitation from the substituent into the LUMO can be observed with comparably low probability such as with
a sulfur-containing heterocycle attached to the chromophore [64].
Figure 15: Photo oxidation of an electron rich, energetically high-lying substituent. The photo-induced half vacant HOMO
is filled by an electron transfer from the substituent with the consequence of charge separation and fluorescence quench-
ing.
The fluorescence quenching by electron and charge transfer reactions, respectively, was demonstrated with
the perylene carboximide 19 (RN 207394-04-5) [106], where the electron rich amino group is attached to the
chromophore.
As a consequence, the fluorescence becomes quenched by an electron transfer from the amino group to the
perylene chromophore [107]; the amino group is electronically decoupled from the chromophore because of
orbital nodes in HOMO and LUMO at the linking nitrogen atom of the carboximide [108]. Some re-orientation
in the electronically excited state of 19 seems to be important for this process [109]. This fluorescence quench-
ing may be applied for analytical applications such as for the determination of aldehydes [110]. On the other
hand, the electron transfer in Figure 15 causes a charge separation and may initiate photochemically induced
reductions. The charge separation may proceed to other chromophores such as corroles [111, 112] or even by
more distant colorless electron rich groups [113] where colorless local electron rich structures may be realized
by the α-effect [114, 115]; this is given in isoxazolidines where a charge separation of 1.6 nm cold be induced
[116].
11 Chemiluminescence
The S1 state of dyes exhibits fluorescence in suitable chromophores where it is unimportant how the state was
reached. The main topic of this contribution was the light-induced fluorescence; however, α-, β- or γ-radiation
may cause the electronic excitation of dye molecules as well. Even chemical reactions may end-up in electroni-
cally excited states where the enforcing of symmetry forbidden reactions [117] by plenty of reaction enthalpy is
an attractive way. This chemiluminescence is widely used in biochemistry [118, 119] because of sensitivity. The
oxidation of Luminol (3-hydroxyphthalazine, RN 521-31-3) catalyzed by iron ions is a prominent example. Na-
ture realized chemiluminescence, for example, in the firefly (Photonius·Pyralis) with the mechanism of Figure
16.
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Figure 16: Chemical pathway for chemiluminescence in the firefly of Photonius Pyralis (η = 88%).
The starting carboxylic acid is transferred in an energy consummating process enzymatically into the mixed
anhydride with a derivative of diphosphoric acid. This increases the acidity of the α-proton of the carboxylic
acid allowing a deprotonation with a subsequent autoxidation to the hydroperoxide anion. The strong α-effect
nucleophile forms a dioxetanone derivative of the chromophore by intramolecular ring closure and loss of AMP.
The symmetry forbidden ring scission leaves a neutral CO2 and an optically excited chromophore that exhibits
the nice green light of chemiluminescence. The staring carboxylic acid is recovered by enzymatic carboxylation
and reduction as well as ATP from AMP.
Chemiluminescent emergency sticks operate with a similar mechanism where oxalic chloropheylesters are
the staring material; Figure 17. The reaction with hydrogenperoxide and base give partial hydrolysis and sub-
sequent ring closure with the anion of this strong α-effect nucleophile forming the dioxetanedione. The ring
scission of the latter leaves a neutral CO2 and one in the excited state. The fluorescence of CO2 is weak; however,
a sensitising of suitable fluorescent dyes results in bright chemiluminescent light [120, 121].
Figure 17: Oxalester chemiluminescence by sensitising fluorescent dyes.
Chemiluminescence is generally of interest in analytics for highly sensitive measurements because optical ex-
citation is not necessary and thus, there is no interference by stray light.
12 Aggregation and fluorescence
The extended double bond systems in dyes, in particular large aromatic or hetero aromatic systems, exhibit
strong dispersion interactions and the tendency of juxtaposing to form aggregates. This is favored in stronger
polar media such as water. There are consequences for light absorption by such interactions; this is discussed
by means of perylene dyes 1 and 10 (n = 2), respectively, because there is only one electronic transition moment
in the visible parallel to the long axis of the chromophore; thus, there are clear conditions. One can distinguish
between two significant basic types of geometric arrangements: (i) a co-planar sandwich-like orientation of the
chromophores and the transition moments, respectively. Scheibe named this orientation H-aggregate because
of hypsochromic shifts of the absorption [122]; see Figure 18, left blue curve and schematic indication of the
transition moments down, within the curve.
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Figure 18: Schematic light absorption of a dye with the absorption maximum at 500 nm (black, dotted curve). Blue curve
left: Hypsochromically shifted absorption by H aggregation and schematic indication of the transition moments down,
within the curve. Red curve right: Bathochromically shifted absorption by J aggregation and schematic indication of the
transition moments down, within the curve. Right, top: Schematic skew arrangement of the transition moments with hyp-
sochromic and bathochromic absorption bands: Davydov splitting.
The movement of the significant electrons for electronic transitions becomes antiparallely synchronized in
coplanar arrangements of aggregated 1 such as in polar media because of Coulomb interactions. As a conse-
quence, charges proximate averaged more than in isolated chromophores causing a higher energy of electronic
excitation and a more hypsochromic absorption, respectively (exciton interactions). This compact arrangement
of molecular antennae diminish their effective lengths and decrease the molar absorptivity ε [123]. The coupled
transition moment exhibits point symmetry for fluorescence where competing radiationless processes become
dominant so that fluorescence will be quenched according Förster’s analysis [124]. Such aggregation is favored
with increasing of the chemical concentration of dyes inmany cases. The consequences concerning suppressing
fluorescence are known as concentration quenching. A linear arrangement (ii) causes a synchronous, parallel
movement of the involved electrons and thus, a larger distance with even proximate opposite charges lowers
the required energy of excitation and a bathochromic shift of the absorption, respectively; see Figure 18, right
red curve and schematic arrangement of the transition moments down, within the curve. This type of aggre-
gate is known as J- aggregates according to the discoverer Jelley [125]. An effective prolongation of the antenna
causes an increase of the absorptivity ε [126]. There is also an increased transition moment for light emission
where fluorescence of J-aggregates is observed; however, fluorescence quantum yields reach 20% only for few
examples because of the lability of the arrangement. Such optical behavior is both observed for dimers and
higher aggregates.
A skew arrangement of transition moments is schematically indicated in Figure 18, right top and allows both
transitions. These are known as Davydov splitting [127]. A dominant H component can absorb light where the
minor J component may be responsible for fluorescence (inner energy transfer). This could be realized for 1 in
micells [128] or intramolecular with the more stable cyclophanes [129, 130].
The hypsochromically shifted absorption of the cyclophane 20 (RN 214078-84-9) [129] compared with 1 is
shown in Figure 19 where the bathochromically shifted fluorescence causes an increased Stokes’ shift. Cyclo-
phanes of dyes may be efficiently synthesized by means of olefin metathesis [130].
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Figure 19: UV/Vis absorption (left) and fluorescence spectra (right) in chloroform. 20: Thick solid curves compared with
1 (thin, dotted curves).
13 Optical impression of fluorescence
Fluorescent materials are of interest for special optical effects. The extinction E of a Gaussian curve of the
schematic light absorption in Figure 2 was transformed to the residual light intensity I by passing of white
light (Io = 1 for any wavelengths) a sample with E = 1 at 500 nm is shown in Figure 20, left. There one can see
the broad loss of intensity in the important region of high intensities because of the broad socket of the absorp-
tion. This makes the generation of clear colors difficult by means of absorbing dyes and means a problem for
color print; for exact color metric see ref [131, 132].
Figure 20: Schematic comparison of a typical spectral dependence of light intensity I. Left: Passing of white light with the
Intensity Io = 1 through a sample with the absorptivity E = 1 at 500 nm. Right: Same spectral dependence of fluorescence
light with maximal intensity I = 1 at 500 nm.
The spectral intensity of a fluorescence band with the same parameters is opposite and results in a comparably
slim maximum; Figure 20, right. As a consequence, very clear and deep colors, nearly like spectral colors, can
be obtained. This is demonstrated by means of color metrics with the comparison of absorption and emission
colors of a perylene derivative [79].
14 Closing remarks
Generally, fluorescence can be detectedwith high sensitivity and is of special interest for uncomplicated analyt-
ical methods. This is of special interest in biochemistry by coding the Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP). There
is only a limitation to high concentration because of the tendency for aggregation. A linear dependence of the
fluorescence intensity is given until very low concentrations, for less than picomolar [133] and even further
until single molecules [134]. Absorbed light quanta should be re-emitted for such applications as efficiently as
possible. However, they might also initiate various processes in suitable chemical structures. The temporary
stored energy by the dyes in the order of some nanoseconds enables many possibilities because of possible in-
duction of photo chemical processes, energy transfer even for molecular electronics, for light collection and for
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single electron transfer where charge separation allows organic photovoltaics [135]. This can be controlled by
means of molecular architecture [136] of suitable chemical structures. Structures for the transport of electrical
charge are reaching resolutions as small as 5 nm in conventional electronics causing many technological prob-
lems because of the small size. The next steps of diminution of the active structure means molecular electronics
where dyes such as 1 with a size of about 1 nm are attractive and would appreciably increase both the density
of integration and frequency of cycle. The knowledge about the processes of fluorescence forms the basis for
such developments.
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